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A critical IT event (CIE) occurs when a
business application or infrastructure is
down, or has a malfunction, whereby a
business process is halted, or users are
unable to reasonably carry out tasks and
transactions.

DOWNTIME TRUMPS SECURITY
1
For the ﬁrst time, downtime has
replaced security as the top
concern for IT management.

2
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80%

86%
of organisations use
software-as-a-service

of organisations use
infrastructure-as-a-service

94%
still use on-premises servers for
primary or secondary IT deployment

The overlap in use of
on-premises and cloud services
implied by these ﬁgures shows
that hybrid deployment is now
near ubiquitous.

Whilst there are many beneﬁts to
be had from hybrid IT
deployments, it contributes to
complexity and may lead to
increased downtime.

THE COST OF CIES
The average number of CIEs
per European organisations
per month is 3

65% of European organisations report that
a past CIE has led to reputational damage
and associated ﬁnancial losses

Cost to IT

Cost to business

Total Cost

€88,153

€115,034

€26,881

Overall

€167,270

€199,728

€32,458

Telco

€140,634

€193,134

€52,500

Gaming

€100,853

€125,077

€24,224

Financial

€99,573

€117,550

€17,977

Insurance

€84,887

€115,869

€30,982

Manufacturing

€74,610

€101,858

€27,248

Commercial

€64,634

€84,117

€19,483

Retail

€41,785

€62,648

€20,863

Dist/trans

REDUCING THE IMPACT OF CIEs

The most common measure of how CIEs are responded to is the mean
time to repair (MTTR). A second measure is how quickly lessons are
learnt from each CIE through root cause analysis (RCA); effective RCA
helps to prevent recurrent CIEs.

MTTR

RCA

is the average mean time to
repair (MTTR) for CIEs

is the overall mean time
spent on RCA

Mean desired change in MTTR

Mean time spent on root cause
analysis (RCA) for each critical IT event
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THE IMPACT OF IT OPERATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE ON RESPONDING TO CIEs
IT operational intelligence is the ability an organisation has to
gain insight into events that occur across its IT infrastructure.

MACHINE DATA

VISIBILITY AND RCA

Those that collect the most
machine data have a better
operational intelligence capability

50% improvement in visibility
with better operational
intelligence capability

CIE TEAMS

PRODUCTIVITY

The mean number of IT staff
deployed per CIE is 18. This rises
to 22 for those organisations most
reliant on IT and drops to about 16
for those less reliant on IT

The cost per team member per CIE
can be reduced by 25% through
effective operational intelligence
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Try our critical IT events calculator at

ciecalculator.com
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